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Abstract

This paper reviews the development of the global navigation satellite system (GNSS)
radio occultation (RO) observations assimilation in the Global/Regional Assimilation
and PrEdiction System (GRAPES) of China Meteorological Administration, including
the choice of data to assimilate, the data quality control, the observation operator, the5

tuning of observation error, and the results of the observation impact experiments. The
results indicate that RO data have a significantly positive effect on analysis and fore-
cast at all ranges in GRAPES not only in the Southern Hemisphere where conventional
observations are lacking but also in the Northern Hemisphere where data are rich. It is
noted that a relatively simple assimilation and forecast system in which only the con-10

ventional and RO observation are assimilated still has analysis and forecast skill even
after nine months integration, and the analysis difference between both hemispheres
is gradually reduced with height when compared with NCEP (National Centers for En-
viromental Prediction) analysis. Finally, as a result of the new onboard payload of the
Chinese FengYun-3 (FY-3) satellites, the research status of the RO of FY-3 satellites is15

also presented.

1 Introduction

The RO is an innovative limb sounding technique for probing the atmosphere. It was
originally used to investigate the atmosphere of Mars in the early 1960s (Fieldbo and
Eshleman, 1968); however, it was not used to probe the Earth’s atmosphere for two20

reasons. First, RO observations require both a radio source and a suitable receiver
off the planet and outside the atmosphere; such matched pairs were not available in
Earth’s orbit. Second, we have much information regarding the Earth; as a result, if the
RO measurements cannot provide atmospheric information at the synoptic scale, they
will have no more value.25
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The proof-of-concept mission GPS/MET (Global Positioning System/Meteorology) in
1995 began a revolution in experiments using radio occultation to profile the Earth’s
atmosphere (Ware et al., 1996; Kursinski et al., 1997; Rocken et al., 1997). Subse-
quently, CHAMP (CHAllenging Minisatellite Payload), SAC-C (Satellite de Aplicaciones
Cientificas-C), GRACE (Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment), METOP-A and -B,5

TerraSAR-X, and FORMOSAT-3/COSMIC (Formosa Satellite mission 3/Constellation
Observing System for Meteorology, Ionosphere, and Climate, referred to as COSMIC
hereafter) all demonstrated the capabilities of radio occultation for probing the Earth’s
atmosphere accurately (Anthes, 2011).

The RO technique can precisely measure the delay of a radio signal as it travels from10

a GNSS transmitter to a receiver in a low-earth orbit satellite. As the receiver rises or
sets behind the Earth’s atmosphere, this delay changes. This change can be used to
calculate bending angle profiles, thereby determining the refractivity in the stratosphere
and troposphere and the electron density in the ionosphere The refractivity is a function
of temperature, water vapour and atmospheric density. Therefore, RO measurements15

contain atmospheric information. More details on the RO sounding technique can be
found in the review by Kursinski et al. (1997).

Compared to other satellite remote sensing observations, RO measurements have
the advantage of high precision, high vertical resolution, no system deviation, all-
weather capability and global coverage. Thus, RO measurements can potentially con-20

tribute to numerical weather prediction (NWP). Many NWP centres have demonstrated
the benefit of assimilating RO data, which improve the analysis and forecasting, both
in the Northern Hemisphere (NH) and in the Southern Hemisphere (SH), especially
in the SH and the stratosphere where data are lacking and model errors are large
(e.g. Cucurull et al., 2006, 2008; Healy et al., 2005, 2008; Aparicio and Deblonde,25

2008; Buontempo et al., 2008; Poli et al. 2009; Rennie, 2010). In addition, RO mea-
surements do not require bias correction so they “anchor” the bias correction applied
to satellite radiances (Collard and Healy, 2003) and help identify NWP model biases.
The COSMIC mission launch enables the operational assimilation of RO data because
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COSMIC carries six low-orbit satellites and can provide relatively more RO sounding
profiles (approximately 2000 profiles daily) in near real time (Anthes et al., 2008).

In this paper, we will review the development of the operational use of RO data in
GRAPES, describe the method of assimilating RO data and summarise the impacts
of RO data on analysis and forecasting. Compared to the results provided by the ad-5

vanced NWP centres, most of our results are based on a relatively simple experimental
system in which the effect of RO data might be amplified, but its contribution is easily
distinguished from other types data assimilated into the data assimilation system. At
the same time, the first satellite of the FY-3 series satellites carrying RO instruments,
FY-3C, was launched on 23 September 2013. Therefore, highlights of the status of FY-310

RO are also presented here.

2 GRAPES variational assimilation system

GRAPES is the Chinese new generation operational NWP system launched in 2001.
The major objective of GRAPES is to setup a unified NWP system suitable to different
scales. It comprises four main components: (1) a variational data assimilation system15

with stress on the direct assimilation of satellite and radar observations; (2) a non-
hydrostatic semi-implicit semi-Lagrange latitude-longitude grid points model based on
the fully compressible atmospheric equations; (3) optimized physical packages suitable
for the weather and climate character of East Asia; (4) supporting software for the new
NWP model in high performance computer enviroment (Xue, 2004, 2006; Xue et al.,20

2008a).
The developments of GRAPES variational data assimilation system (refer to

GRAPES-Var hereafter) and forecast model are implemented respectively from the
same time. But the original version of GRAPES-Var (Zhuang et al., 2005; Xue et al.,
2008b) has some differences with the GRAPES model. The first difference is associ-25

ated with the grids. GRAPES-Var uses the pressure vertical coordinate instead of the
height-based terrain-following coordinate used in GRAPES model (Chen et al., 2008).
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GRAPES-Var performs the analysis on an Arakawa-A grid, whereas GRAPES model
uses an Arakawa-C grid in the horizontal. The second difference is that the analysis
variables defined in GRAPES-Var do not correspond to the GRAPES model’s variable.
The GRAPES model variables are Exner pressure, potential temperature, three com-
ponents of wind field, and humidity variables such as specific humidity, cloud water, ice5

water and so on. GRAPES-Var deals with the horizontal wind field, geopotential height
and relative humidity or specific humidity. These differences may lead to much error,
especially when GRAPES-Var extends from the three to four dimension variational as-
similation system. Recently we have updated the GRAPES-Var; it completely employs
the same grids and atmospheric state variables as those of the GRAPES model, and10

will replace the old operational version soon (Xue et al., 2012) Except for the special
explanations (such as the experiments in the Sect. 3.4.1), most contents and experi-
mental results are based on the new GRAPES-Var system in this paper.

In the new GRAPES-Var version, the state vectors are defined as

X = (u,v ,m,q)T (1)15

where u and v are the wind components, q is the specific humidity, and m denotes
the mass field of the Exner pressure π. Although GRAPES is a non-hydrostatic model,
we do not consider its non-hydrostatic property currently. The Exner pressure π is
chosen as the state vector and the potential temperature θ is the derivation of π. We20

also do not analyse the hydrometeor. Figure 1 shows the schematic of the atmospheric
status and analysis variables of GRAPES-Var in the Charney–Phillips vertical grid. The
GRAPES model top is approximately 32 km, with 36 vertical layers. The design of the
RO observation operator is required to meet such grid and variable definition to exert
its maximal assimilation impact.25

At present the GRAPES-Var is a three dimension variation assimilation system, the
four dimension variation system is in development. GRAPES-Var is able to assimi-
late radiosonde, synop, ships, aircraft, cloud drift wind, RO, satellite radiance, scat-
terometers sea surface wind, radar observation, and so on. The satellite radiance
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observations used in GRAPES are Advanced Microwave Sounding Unit-A (AMSU-
A) from the present polar satellites, and the hyperspectral infrared observation. The
assimilation window is 6 h.

3 Assimilation of the RO data

3.1 Choice of observation to assimilate5

The RO measurements under different data processing stages from the raw data of
phase and amplitude, bending angle, refractivity to the retrieval of the temperature and
water vapour pressure, can be assimilated. Generally, it is better to assimilate rawer ob-
servations because the observation error is relatively simple; however, the assimilation
of rawer data results in a more complex observation operator and more expensive com-10

puter cost. The favourite RO measurements assimilated in an operational NWP system
are ionosphere-corrected bending angles and refractivity (Eyre, 1994; Kuo et al., 2000).

At an early stage, GRAPES assimilated the water vapour and temperature data de-
rived from radio occultation observations (see Sect. 3.5.1). The advantage of this ap-
proach is that the data are in a form similar to the model variables and can be readily15

used. However, the assimilated data are the highest level retrievals and contain the
most approximation errors. The accuracies of the retrievals are strongly affected by
the accuracy of the ancillary data, thus resulting in a correlation between the back-
ground and observation error in assimilation. The propagation of the observation error
is complex in the retrieval.20

The precision of the refractivity is higher than that of the retrieved temperature and
water vapour and its observation operator is simpler. Therefore, assimilating refractivity
is better than assimilating temperature and water vapour. The bending angle is a rawer
product compared to refractivity; however, the bending angle operator must integrate
the bending from the tangent point upward; these integrals will be inaccurate if the25

tangent height is near the model top (Aparicio and Deblonde, 2008). In particular, if
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the model top is not sufficiently high (above 60 km), the modelling error of the bending
angle will be relatively large, whereas the height of the model top does not affect the
calculation of refractivity (Rennie, 2010). The model top of GRAPES is only 32.5 km;
therefore, we assimilate the refractivity rather than the bending angle. But the retrieval
from the bending angle to the refractivity uses the assumption of local spherical sym-5

metry, the presence of horizontal gradients limits the accuracy (Sokolovskiy et al., 2005;
Healy et al., 2007). To obtain more proper information from the RO data, a non-local
refractivity or a ray-tracing observation operator is more appropriate.

3.2 Preprocessing

3.2.1 Conversion of coordinates10

Refractivity is reported as a function of geometric altitude by the data processing cen-
tres. In the RO data pre-processing system, we first convert the vertical coordinate of
the RO data from geometric altitude to geopotential height, which is the coordinate
of GRAPES. The geopotential height H is calculated based on the World Geodetic
System 1984 (WGS-84) ellipsoid parameters:15

H =
1
g0

z∫
0

gWGS84(ϕ,z)dz (2)

where g0 = 9.80665ms−2 is the standard gravitational acceleration that is defined at
sea level and 45◦ latitude, and gWGS84(ϕ,z) is the approximation of the actual gravita-
tional acceleration as a function of latitude ϕ and geometric altitude z.20

3.2.2 Quality control

To reject erroneous data and outliers, a quality control (QC) procedure must be per-
formed in the data assimilation system. In GRAPES, three QC procedures are applied
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sequentially. The bi-weight method (Lanzante, 1996) is first applied to check the spa-
tial consistency. This method removes the refractivity data that deviate from the bi-
weight mean by over five times the bi-weight standard deviation based on the high
(60–90◦ N/S), medium (30–60◦ N/S) and low (30◦ S–30◦ N) latitudinal belt at each verti-
cal level. This step removes relatively few data, primarily near the surface, because the5

quality of the RO data is good.
The second QC procedure is to remove the RO data that possibly exhibit super re-

fractions. The RO technique relies on the propagation of L-band radio waves within
the Earth’s atmosphere. Super refraction occurs when the vertical refractivity gradient
exceeds the critical refraction, resulting in negative refractivity bias after an Abel trans-10

form inversion (Rocken et al., 1997). Software improvement had failed to solve this
error until recently (Sokolovskiy, 2003). Therefore, by following the method proposed
by Poli et al. (2009), suspicious observations located below regions where dN/dz falls

below −50N km−1 and
∣∣∣d2N/d2z

∣∣∣ exceeds 100N2 km−2 are sequentially flagged.

Finally, a background check is performed. If the ratio between the innovation vector15

(the difference between the observation and forecast field) and the background ex-
ceeds a certain threshold (namely, No−Nb

Nb
> ασo) then the observation is rejected. In

this case, the ratio α is four times the observation error standard deviation. The back-
ground check rejects approximately 10 % of the refractivity data.

3.2.3 Thinning20

The vertical sampling of the refractivity profile is 100 or 200 m from the near surface to
approximately 40 km, depending on the data processing centre. The vertical resolution
is much higher than that of the GRAPES model. To avoid high correlation between
observation errors and keep sufficiently fine observation information, we only use the
observations nearest each vertical analysis level in the RO profiles.25
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3.3 Observation operator

In a variational data assimilation system, the analysis of the atmospheric state x must
be found by minimising the cost function

J(x) =
1
2

(x−xb)TB−1(x−xb)+
1
2

(H(x)− y)TR−1(H(x)− y) (3)

where xb is the background field (e.g., a short-term forecast), y is a vector of obser-5

vations, B and R are the covariance matrices of background and observation error,
respectively, and H(x) is the observation operator, which calculates the observation
using the state x. To obtain the optimal analysis in Eq. (3), the gradient of J

∇xJ(x) = B−1(x−xb)+HTR−1(H(x−xb)+d ) (4)

must be calculated, where H is a linear approximation of the observation operator H(x)10

in the vicinity of xb, d is the innovation vector d = yo −H(xb). The final analysis is the
optimal fit between the observation and the background.

In GRAPES-Var the RO operator is refractivity, which is expressed as

N = 77.6 · P
T
+3.73×105 · e

T 2
(5)

15

where N is the refractivity in N-unit, P is the pressure in hPa, T is the temperature in
Kelvin and e is the water vapour pressure in hPa. The atmospheric state variables at
GRAPES are Exner pressure specific humidity, and wind components (u and v) rather
than pressure, temperature and water vapour pressure. Therefore, the calculation of
H(x) in Eqs. (3) and (4) will use following relationships20
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π =
(
P
P0

)Rd/Cp

(6)

p = p0π
Cp
Rd (7)

T = πθ (8)

q = 0.622 · e
P −0.378 ·e

(9)
5

where Cp = 1004.5J kg−1 K−1 is the specific heat capacity of dry air at constant pres-

sure Rd = 287.05J kg−1 K−1 is the specific gas constant for dry air and P0 = 1000hPa
is the reference surface pressure. The corresponding tangent linear operators are

δp =
p0Cp

R
π

CV
Rd δπ (10)

δT = θδπ+
Cpπθ

2

g

(
∂δπ
∂z

)
(11)10

As a result of using the Charney–Phillips staggering grid, the pressure, temperature
and specific humidity are not in the same vertical level. Based on Fig. 1, the background
refractivity is defined at the θ level. The error induced by variable transformation and
vertical interpolation is reduced because we only interpolate π; otherwise we must15

interpolate θ and q. π at the θ level is calculated by assuming a linear variation of π
with geopotential height:

πk =
(zk − zk−1/2)

(zk+1/2 − zk−1/2)
πk+1/2 +

(zk+1/2 − zk)

(zk+1/2 − zk−1/2)
πk−1/2 (12)

Then, the pressure at the θ level is obtained based on Eq. (7).20
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The mean virtual temperature at the θ level is calculated using the hydrostatic equa-
tion:

Tk = πkθk = − 1
(1+0.608qk)

g
Cp

(zk+1/2 − zk−1/2)

(lnπk+1/2 − lnπk−1/2)
(13)

where g = 9.80665ms−2 is the mean gravity acceleration.5

The background refractivity profiles at the four grid points nearest the occultation lat-
itude and longitude are calculated first. Next, the background refractivity profile at the
occultation location is obtained using bi-linear interpolation. Finally, the linear interpo-
lation of log−N is applied in the vertical direction to get the background refractivity at
the occultation observation location. The drift of the tangential point is not taken into10

account.
The RO observation error standard deviation σo is obtained using the following for-

mula:

σo =
σ

100
·N (14)

15

where σ is the normalised observation error standard deviation, which is a function of
latitude and height (Liu and Xue, 2014).

3.4 Assimilation and forecast impact experiments

3.4.1 Early pre-operational trials

Before presenting the effect of RO data on GRAPES, we briefly review the early pre-20

operational trials. The original experimental system of the GRAPES data assimila-
tion and forecast model with regional and global configurations was set up in 2005
(Xue, 2006; Xue et al., 2008; Chen et al., 2008). Since 2007, 1 year period global
pre-operational trials have been conducted to evaluate the model performance ev-
ery year. GRAPES-Var could only assimilate conventional observations (radiosonde,25
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synop, ships, aircraft and cloud drift wind) and satellite radiance (AMSU-A from NOAA-
16 and -18) at that time. Figure 2 shows the performance of GRAPES-Var, including
correlation coefficients, the root mean square error (RMSE) and the mean difference
for geopotential height, compared to the NCEP analyses. Note that often, even now,
we use NCEP analyses to evaluate the model performance because GRAPES is a de-5

veloping system and the types of observations assimilated in GRAPES-Var are still
limited, whereas NCEP analyses include a large amount of information about satellite
remote sensing data; as a result, it is easier to identify the problems of GRAPES when
the simulations are compared with NCEP analyses. GRAPES-Var is found to have two
distinct issues in the early version. The first one is that GRAPES exhibits significant10

biases in the polar, equatorial and upper regions. The second one is that the bias of
the SH in winter increases suddenly. Most problems occur in the SH, which indicates
that these problems are mainly related to the lack of observations and to model er-
ror. Therefore, more observations should be assimilated into the GRAPES system to
reduce the bias.15

Of the three trials presented in Fig. 2, only the 2009 trial assimilates RO data. After
assimilating the RO data, the differences with the NCEP analyses in the SH and the
stratosphere are greatly reduced, and the explosive growth bias of the SH during win-
ter time is also solved. Although other improvements in the data assimilation system
and forecast model are integrated in the 2009 trial, the greatest contribution is from20

the RO data. Notably, in this trial we assimilate the COSMIC retrieval temperature and
water vapour data. These retrieval profiles are based on 1-D variational analysis using
ECMWF analysis data and colocated with occultation profiles. The retrievals of temper-
ature and water vapour exhibit the greatest approximation error, and their observation
errors might be correlated with background error; but they still have a significant im-25

pact on data assimilation when only a few of observations are assimilated, especially
in the SH. Since the 2009 trial, we have updated the RO observation operator from the
retrievals to the refractivity at GRAPES-Var.
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3.4.2 Recent observation impact experiments

As mentioned in Sect. 3.1, GRAPES-Var has been updated from the early pressure
to the height coordinate version (Xue et al., 2012). Accordingly, the expression of re-
fractivity operator changes, and the impact of RO in the new data assimilation system
has to be re-evaluated. In the observation impact experiment, we employ a relatively5

simple control experiment in which only the conventional observations are assimilated.
We then assimilate the RO data on the basis of the control experiment. The aim is to
observe the effect of the RO data more clearly. The experimental period is one month,
from 00:00 UTC 1 July to 18:00 UTC 31 July 2011, and the RO data include COSMIC
and METOP-A/GRAS data.10

Figure 3 shows the global average bias and RMSE for the departure of background
and analysis to the refractivity. Since refractivity goes down exponentially with height
and by two orders of magnitude from the surface to 30 km, all the statistics are nor-
malized by observation error. According to the figure, the specified observation error is
reasonable; the mean bias of analysis is closer to zero than that of background, and15

the RMSE of analysis is significantly reduced than that of background. The strongest
effect is between 10 and 25 km, where the RO data has the highest accuracy. The
weaker effect is above 25 km and below 10 km. In addition to the data accuracy itself,
the ratio between observation and background error, and the vertical level structure of
the model might affect the analysis.20

Figure 4 presents comparisons between GRAPES and NCEP analysis. The temper-
ature difference between the control experiment and the NCEP analysis is mainly in
the SH and near the tropical tropopause. The biases are clearly reduced after assim-
ilating the RO observations. The number of conventional observations in the SH are
about 5 % of the same latitude zone in the NH. As a result, once the occultation ob-25

servations are assimilated, a significant improvement in the analysis can be seen. The
improvement of humidity field after assimilation RO observations is a little bit better in
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most areas, except for the middle and lower tropausphere in the low latitudes of SH.
The cause is in investigation.

For the zonal wind analysis, the differences with and without the RO data are con-
centrated in the tropics as well as in the Southern Hemisphere. But the improvement of
RO observation assimilation on wind analysis in the tropics is not as obvious as in the5

SH. This illustrates that the relationship between pressure and wind filed is geostrophic
balance in the middle and high latitudes, the analysis of wind is naturally improved by
the adjustment of mass field. However, the coupling between wind and pressure field
is very weak in the tropical region, the observation type of mass will not work on the
dynamical analysis even with further increases in occultation observations. The further10

improvements of wind analysis in the tropical regions rely on more wind observations
avaliable, the model bias reduction and the assimilation scheme.

Another indication of the impact of RO data on improving NWP is given in Fig. 5,
which shows the anomaly correlation coefficient (ACC) for the 500 mb height calculated
for the GRAPES 8-day forecast as a function of time. Regardless of the area, a steady15

improvement of the RO experiment in the ACC is evident compared to the control run.
In particular, a larger improvement is in the SH, where the largest improvement rate
is observed on the fourth day, and the forecast range increased by approximately 0.8
days. The ACC contrast of the RO and control experiments in the NH is not as obvious
as that in the SH because of the high density of radiosonde observations in the NH.20

The ACC of the RO experiment is even slightly lower than that of the control experiment
in East Asia in 96 h. Overall, RO observations have positive impacts at any range and
in any area.

Above results are based on one-month period experiment; for more details, refer to
the work of Liu and Xue (2014).25

3.5 A long-term RO experiment

How long will a global data assimilation and forecast cycling system run when it only
assimilates conventional and RO observations? It is not our original intention to perform
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this type experiment; we merely test the stability of the new GRAPES-Var. However,
the impact of RO data surprised us. The cycling system can be running stably without
drift compared with NCEP analysis, even after nine months. It is well known that the
largest effect of satellite observations on NWP is in the SH where conventional obser-
vations are sparse. Figure 6 also demonstrates this point by showing a comparison of5

the RMSE of the geopotential height between the GRAPES and the NCEP analysis
in the SH as a function of time for the control and the RO experiment. In these two
experiments, the RMSE is relatively fixed under 100 hPa because most conventional
observations (e.g., cloud drift wind, synoptic and ships observation) are limited in the
lower troposphere. However, the RMSE of the control experiment increases with time10

above 100 hPa; for example, at 10 hPa, the RMSE increases 10 times from 30 geoper-
tential meters (gpm) at the initial time to 300 gpm on the 30th day. Once the RO data
are assimilated, the RMSE from the surface to the model top seldom changes with
time.

As an example, Fig. 7 presents the evolution of the mean temperature bias and the15

RMSE between the GRAPES and NCEP analysis in the RO experiment at 50 hPa for
both hemispheres. Note that the difference of RMSE values between in each hemi-
sphere gradually decreases with height (figure omitted). This result illustrates that the
number and distribution of the observations are important factors that affect the anal-
ysis performance of the data assimilation system. The number of radiosondes station20

is greater in the NH than in the SH, and more observations are in the troposphere,
whereas the RO observations gradually dominate in the upper troposphere and strato-
sphere for both hemispheres. Therefore, the differences with the NCEP analysis be-
tween the NH and the SH gradually decreases with height.

4 Simulation of FY3 RO events25

GNOS (GNSS Occultation Sounder) is a new RO payload onboard the Chinese FY-
3 series satellites, which probes the Earth’s neutral atmosphere and the ionosphere.
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GNOS is capable of tracking the signals of both the Beidou (the Chinese navigation
satellite system) and the GPS navigation satellite systems. We performed some ob-
serving system simulation experiments (OSSE) to evaluate the effect of Beidou RO
on the NWP. At the time of writing, the FY-3C satellite has launched, and real GPS
and Beidou RO data have been obtained (Bai et al., 2014); the relevant results will be5

presented in another special paper. Therefore, only the simulated occultation events
of the Beidou and the GPS satellite with the present Beidou and FY3A satellite orbit
parameters are shown here (Fig. 8). Currently, 14 Beidou operational satellites are in
orbit, including five geostationary satellites, five inclined geosynchronous satellites and
four middle earth orbit satellites. The orbits of Beidou navigation satellite differ from10

those of the GPS, GLONASS and Galileo. More RO events are observed in the Polar
Regions than before, due to the five geostationary satellites of the Beidou system.

5 Summary and further work

The above results demonstrate that the assimilation of RO data provides useful infor-
mation for GRAPES and has a clearly positive impact on the analysis and forecasts at15

all ranges, confirming the findings of other operational NWP centres. Although these
results are based on a relatively simple experimental system or a simple baseline ex-
periment, which might amplify the effect of the RO data, they easily distinguish the
contribution of the RO data.

The RO technique produces highly accurate observations with a uniform global dis-20

tribution and very high vertical resolution in the upper atmosphere where radiance data
are sparse and the model errors are large. Furthermore, RO observations do not re-
quire bias correction. Therefore, even a simple data assimilation system in which only
conventional and RO data are assimilated can run stably for a long time and still has
analysis and forecast performance. Ultimately, the real impact of RO is need tuning in25

a full operational system in which a great amount satellite data are assimilated.
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Currently, GRAPES assimilates refractivity due to its lower model top of only 32.5 km.
The assimilation of the bending angle provides a larger positive effect on the forecast
accuracy compared to the refractivity when the model top is high. Therefore, we need
develop the bending angle observation operator when the global model top is raised. In
addition, we also take into account the effect from the spherical symmetry assumption,5

and develop the non-local observation operators.
RO has become one important part of the global observing system. However, the

number of RO is decreasing due to the aging of the COSMIC satellites. New RO mis-
sions shall be supplemented urgently. To gain more RO observation, there is a require-
ment to place more emphasis on the new RO observation usage, such as FY-3C/GNOS10

RO data.
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the atmospheric status and analysis variables of 3	  

GRAPES-Var in the Charney-Phillips vertical grid（from Xue et al., 2012） 4	  

	  5	  
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the atmospheric status and analysis variables of GRAPES-Var
in the Charney–Phillips vertical grid (from Xue et al., 2012).
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Figure 2. Geopotential height comparisons between the GRAPES and NCEP analysist. (a) Is
the 500 mb correlation coefficient in the NH; (b) is the 500 mb RMSE (GRAPES minus NCEP)
in the NH; (c) is the same as (a), except it is for the SH instead of the NH; (d) is the same as (b),
except it is for the SH instead of the NH. In (a–d), the black, blue and red lines correspond to the
experiments performed in 2007, 2008 and 2009, respectively; (e–f) are the latitude-pressure
plots of the annual mean difference (GRAPES minus NCEP) for the experiments in 2007 and
2009, respectively.
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	   23	  

 
Fig. 3. Mean (dashed line) and RMSE (solid line) between the background (grey) and 1	  

analysis (black) to the refractivity as a function of geopotential height, which is 2	  

normalised using observation error. The grey line indicates the background minus 3	  

observation, and the black line indicates analysis minus observation. Experiment period 4	  

is from 00UTC on 1 July to 18UTC on 31 July 2011(from Liu and Xue, 2014).	  5	  

	  6	  

	  7	  

	  8	  

	  9	  

	  10	  

	  11	  

 12	  

Figure 3. Mean (dashed line) and RMSE (solid line) between the background (grey) and anal-
ysis (black) to the refractivity as a function of geopotential height, which is normalised using
observation error. The grey line indicates the background minus observation, and the black
line indicates analysis minus observation Experiment period is from 00:00 UTC on 1 July to
18:00 UTC on 31 July 2011 (from Liu and Xue, 2014).
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 1 

Fig. 4. Analysis comparisons between the control and RO experiment for temperature 2 

(first row), specific humidity (second row), and zonal wind (third row). The first column 3 

shows the monthly mean difference between the control experiment and NCEP analysis 4 

(control minus NCEP). The second column shows the monthly mean difference between 5 

the RO experiment and NCEP analysis (RO minus NCEP). The contour intervals in the 6 

three rows are 0.5 K, 0.2kg/kg *1e+03 and 0.5 m s
−1 

respectively. Experiment period is 7 

from 00UTC on 1 July to 18UTC on 31 July 2011. 8 

 9 

 10 

Figure 4. Analysis comparisons between the control and RO experiment for temperature (first
row), specific humidity (second row), and zonal wind (third row). The first column shows the
monthly mean difference between the control experiment and NCEP analysis (control minus
NCEP). The second column shows the monthly mean difference between the RO experiment
and NCEP analysis (RO minus NCEP). The contour intervals in the three rows are 0.5 K,
0.2 kg kg−1 ·1×103 and 0.5 m s−1 respectively. Experiment period is from 00:00 UTC on 1 July
to 18:00 UTC on 31 July 2011.
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 1 

 2 

 3 

 4 

 5 

Fig. 5. Anomaly correlation coefficient (ACC) for the 500-mb height for the 8-day 6 

forecast. The dashed line denotes the control experiment only assimilating conventional 7 

observation, and the solid line denotes the RO assimilation experiment. The black lines 8 

denote the northern hemisphere, the red lines denote the southern hemisphere, and the 9 

green lines denote the East Asia. Experiment period is from 12UTC on 1 July to 12UTC 10 

on 31 July 2011; it is from 31 samples (from Liu and Xue, 2014). 11 

 12 

 13 

 14 

 15 

 16 

 17 

 18 

 19 

Figure 5. Anomaly correlation coefficient (ACC) for the 500 mb height for the 8 day forecast.
The dashed line denotes the control experiment only assimilating conventional observation,
and the solid line denotes the RO assimilation experiment. The black lines denote the Northern
Hemisphere, the red lines denote the Southern Hemisphere, and the green lines denote the
East Asia. Experiment period is from 12:00 UTC on 1 July to 12:00 UTC on 31 July 2011; it is
from 31 samples (from Liu and Xue, 2014).
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 1 

 2 

Fig. 6. RMSE of geopertential height analysis between GRAPES and NCEP (GRAPES 3 

minus NCEP) in the southern hemisphere for the control (dashed line) and the RO (solid 4 

line) experiment. Green, red and blue lines are the RMSE in the initial time, 15th and 5 

30th day, respectively; the black lines are the monthly average RMSE.  6 

 7 

 8 

 9 

Figure 6. RMSE of geopertential height analysis between GRAPES and NCEP (GRAPES
minus NCEP) in the Southern Hemisphere for the control (dashed line) and the RO (solid line)
experiment. Green, red and blue lines are the RMSE in the initial time, 15th and 30th day,
respectively; the black lines are the monthly average RMSE.
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 1 

Fig. 7. Mean (dashed line) and RMSE (solid line) of the 50 hPa temperature analysis 2 

difference between GRAPES and NCEP (GRAPES minus NCEP) in a cycle running 3 

from 00UTC 1 July 2011 to 18UTC 16 April 2012. Black lines denote the results of the 4 

NH, and red lines denote the results of the SH.  5 

 6 

 7 

 8 

 9 

 10 

 11 

Figure 7. Mean (dashed line) and RMSE (solid line) of the 50 hPa temperature analysis differ-
ence between GRAPES and NCEP (GRAPES minus NCEP) in a cycle running from 00:00 UTC
1 July 2011 to 18:00 UTC 16 April 2012. Black lines denote the results of the NH, and red lines
denote the results of the SH.
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 1	  

Fig. 8. Beidou (top) and GPS (bottom) occultation events simulation based on FY-3A 2	  

satellite orbit parameters. Red dots denote the RO of the Beidou geostationary satellites, 3	  

blue dots denote the RO of the Beidou middle	   earth	   orbit	   satellites,	   and	   green	   dots	  4	  

denote	  the	  RO of the Beidou inclined geosynchronous satellites. The simulation period 5	  

is from 17 to 30 September, 2012. 6	  

 7	  

	  8	  

Figure 8. Beidou (top) and GPS (bottom) occultation events simulation based on FY-3A satellite
orbit parameters. Red dots denote the RO of the Beidou geostationary satellites, blue dots
denote the RO of the Beidou middle earth orbit satellites, and green dots denote the RO of the
Beidou inclined geosynchronous satellites. The simulation period is from 17 to 30 September
2012.
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